
Pixelache 2010 Helsinki Report

Pixelache Helsinki 2010 was the largest edition ever organised, consisting 
of 15 diferent programme sections, 7 exhibitions, concerts, club events 
and a large amount of smaller individual projects. 

Pixelache also organised workshops, lectures and other events in Helsinki 
throughout the year (under title ‘Pixelversity’). The international Pixelache 
Network was very active, with events in Sweden, Senegal, Iceland, France 
and Norway. A special Pixelache feature Helsinki was also presented in ISEA 
2010 RUHR.

www.pixelache.ac/helsinki/2010-festival
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Pixelache and Helsinki Energy are collaborating to produce artworks related to collective energy consumption in 
Helsinki area, to be located in public space in Helsinki and/or presented as online projects. They invited several 
artists and collective to make proposals, which were made public in the autumn 2009. The project jury chose two 
artworks to be realised during 2010/2011 : Power Flower by Andy Best and an untitled project by Miska Knapek. 
The idea to commission artworks related energy consumption was inspired by the success of Vihreä Pilvi / Nuage 
Vert, an artwork by HeHe (Helen Evans & Heiko Hansen). 

Art Meets Energy Consumption

Untitled by Miska KnapekPower Flower by Andy Best

The concept of Flower Power is to provide an instantly recognisable and understandable reading of the current energy consumption. It requires no knowledge or under-
standing of the energy data or any artistic appreciation. The idea can be easily scaled to any location and available energy consumption data. 

The proposed artwork is a artistic-scientiic visu-
alisation of Helsinki’s energy consumption over a 
longer period of time – a year or more – up until 
the current moments, so we can see in visual and 
tangible form, our energy past, understand the 
present and know more about the future. Know-
ing and seeing only the present leaves us disad-
vantaged to learn from our past, to guide us for 
the future. 
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Production of a New Artwork: Megaphonebooth Helsinki

Unsworn Industries (Erik Sandelin & Magnus Torstensson / SE) is an interaction design and innovation studio 
based in Malmö, Sweden. Unsworn premiered their project Megaphonebooth in Helsinki during May 2010.
Megaphonebooth Helsinki is a coin-operated megaphone to be located in a public space somewhere in Helsinki. 
To use the megaphone you just have to insert one euro per minute, speak into the attached handset and have your 
voice instantly ampliied and projected into the local soundscape.

A Megaphonebooth presents unexpected opportunities but also raises questions about responsibility, control, and 
democracy. It offers a platform from which people can speak their mind, loud and uncensored. Yet, when com-
pared to the loudness, plentitude and persistence of other messages (commercial, cultural and political) that we 
are exposed to in our everyday lives, the mighty megaphone seems peculiarly powerless. The Megaphonebooth is 
a deliberately tragic solution meant to bring focus to an unbalance while feebly attempting to correct it. 
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Puredyne and APODIO were given the title Pixelache Software of the year 2010. They are both ‘live CD’ projects 
– distribution versions of Gnu/Linux operating system, which boot on any PC laptop or desktop, including the 
intel-based Mac and x86 netbooks. These distributions are dedicated to creative multimedia tools for audio/video 
processing and real-time performance and aims to provide a full set of tools for the average media artists needs.

Pixelache Software of the Year 2010

APODIO is a 6 years old GNU/Linux distribution, dedicated to multimedia 
tools for audiovisual creation, to run your own radio, TV, make your own ilm, 
animation, art installation, Live Coding and other A/V performance.

A code sprint is a “time-boxed period of software 
development focused on a given list of goals” 
(source: wikipedia). It is a great opportunity for 
developers to meet in real life and work together 
on some issues. 

During 3 days on the festival week, develop-
ers from the Puredyne Team and guests Dave 
Griiths and Gabor Papp worked together on 
improving Puredyne as a tool for live audiovisual 
performances and work towards better integra-
tion of software such as Fluxus.

PureDyne Code SprintPuredyneApodio 

Puredyne is a GNU/Linux live distribution aimed at creative people, looking for 
tools outside the standard. It provides the best experimental creative applica-
tions alongside a solid set of graphic, audio and video tools in a fast, minimal 
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Pixelversity is a series of educational events, taking place around-the-year, focusing on practical workshops as 
well as presentations by foreign curators and other media art professionals.

Pixelversity 2010 

Curator Presentation  SeriesArt & Sustainability Workshop

This 3 day workshop is designed for 8-10 people, 
possibly with a background in sound, but with no 
previous electronics experience. They are shown 
how to use simple objects from our modern 
environment (resistors, capacitors, transistors, 
LEDs, integrated circuit chips…) to design and 
build their own personal, customized primitive 
noise synthesizers.

In the art and theatre worlds in general, the envi-
ronmental impact of the use of various technolo-
gies is rarely talked about. The workshop explored 
ways of using the production of energy as part of 
making art and performing, for instance engaging 
the audience to make an efort and being physi-
cally part of the energy-creation cycle. The results 
of the workshop were presented during Pixelache 
Festival 2010, with the Self-sustainable Party Con-
tainer.

A group of Finnish makers and artist-producers 
created a localised manifestation of the Window-
farms Project in the Kiasma ‘taka-ikkuna’ site in 
advance of Pixelache Helsinki Festival. On a week-
end, they were joined by a group of local enthu-
siasts wishing to learn more, and participating in 
the construction of the installation in public.

In the autumn, Pixelache organised a presenta-
tion series by three prominent international 
curators.: Anne Roquigny (FR), Susanne Jaschko 
(DE) and Sabine Himmelsbach (DE).

Windowfarm Workshop Neanderthal Electronics Workshop



PIXELACHE HELSINKI FESTIVAL 2010
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Camp Pixelache is an informal 
one-day event for Pixelache par-
ticipants to meet up and share 
knowledge. The programme of 
presentations and discussion is 
organised and designed in Bar-
Camp style at the start of the 
day, when everyone arrives at the 
venue, by the participants them-
selves. Camp Pixelache 2010 
also featured the openings of two 
exhibitions (How to make a dish-
washer & chmod +x art) and an 
extensive selection of artworks 
and experimental design projects 
by Pixelache participants. It was 
organised in collaboration with 
Kerava Art Museum.

Camp Pixelache
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Camp Pixelache featured presentations & discussions related to the main topics of the 2010 festival as well as 
installations by a large number of young creators from Finland and abroad, including work by students of the 
c:media:art programme from Valand University (SE) and the results of MUU Artists’ Association interactive sound 
installation course.

Camp Pixelache 

Professor Dovell’s Head by Krists Pudzens (LV)Symbiosis0 (EE)Discussions & PresentationsOpen Grid

A soft organic biomimetic robotthat senses 
human impact immediately and manifests those 
changes visually.

The programme of discussions is not planned in 
advance. It is put together by participants upon  
arrival at Kerava Art Museum, using the open grid.

Each participant can propose a topic for a discus-
sion or presentation. These are placed in a grid 
that contains approximately 30 slots. We have 5 
larger rooms and several smaller ones we can use 
for discussions and the day is divided into 4 time 
slots, each 1 hour long. Topics that are very similar 
will be combined together. It is also possible to 
modify the grid during the day if necessary. Sev-
eral facilitators are available to help to make the 
process run smoothly throughout the day. 

An interactive humanoid robot head and a kinetic 
interactive sculpture whose aim is to analyze local 
internet news media and internet commentary.
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As during previous years, Pixelache collaborated with several labs and study programme, featured work by stu-
dents from these organisations. Large groups of researchers/students from Carnegie Mellon University (US), Göte-
borgs University (SE) and Piet Zwart Institute (NL) participated in Pixelache, as well as individuals from many other 
labs.

Featured Labs and Study Programmes 

And Many MorePiet ZwartGöteborg University - c:art:mediaCarnegie Mellon 

Several students from the Networked Media 
programme at Piet Zwart attended Pixelache and 
gave presentations about their projects. 

The Networked Media Master programme is fo-
cused on a critical engagement with the culture 
of the Internet and computer media, their artistic 
design, technology and theory. It is a small 
course with a highly international community of 
students and teachers, and a strong emphasis on 
personal contact and collaboration.

Researchers from Carnegie Mellon Robotics In-
stitute, Pittsburgh/US, participated in Pixelache 
2010, through the How to Build a Diashwasher 
project.

The Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity was established in 1979 to conduct basic 
and applied research in robotics technologies 
relevant to industrial and societal tasks. Seeking 
to combine the practical and the theoretical, the 
Robotics Institute has diversiied its eforts and 
approaches to robotics science while retaining its 
original goal of realizing the potential of the ro-
botics ield.

A group of students from the c.:art:media pro-
gramme of Göteborgs University presented work 
at Camp Pixelache.

C:Art:Media is an international two-year master 
s programme aimed at students committed to a 
contemporary art practice using digital media in 
the realization of their work. It is a response to the 
need for contemporary artists and students work-
ing with technology to be both critical, conceptual 
thinkers as well as skilled, creative producers. The 
programme supports the exploration of cross-
media and interdisciplinary approaches, as well as 
diferent arts traditions.

Projects from the following universities/labs/
study programme were also presented in Camp 
Pixelache: 
-  Kitchen Budapest; 
- Art Academy of Latvia 
-  FoAM (Belgium);  
- Estonian Academy of Arts and Centre for Bioro-
botics, 
-  Tallinn University of Technology; 
-  Finnish Academy of Fine Arts
-  Helsinki Institute for Information Technology 
- Media Lab Helsinki / School of Art and Design / 
Aalto University 
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In these days of intense green-
washing, these terms can often 
seem to have almost lost their 
meaning. In Pixelache these 
words mean concrete activities - 
growing plants, extracting DNA, 
dealing with the complexity of 
energy production and consump-
tion.

Bio/Eko/Energy Programme
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The Herbologies/Foraging Networks programme of events, focused in Helsinki (Finland) and Kurzeme region of 
Latvia, explores the cultural traditions and knowledge of herbs, edible and medicinal plants, within the contemporary 
context of online networks, open information-sharing, biological and hydroponic technologies. The traditions of 
inding and knowing about wild food in the local Nordic environment are slipping away from the current generation. 
How can one attract their attention: With books, online maps, workshops, mobile-guided tours, open-source 
information or DNA code? Or learn how to grow them yourself, over the dark winter months?
Initiators/Organisers: Andrew Gryf Paterson (SCO/FI), Ulla Taipale / Capsula (FI/ES) & Signe Pucena / SERDE (LV)

Herbologies & Foraging Networks

The workshop explores food sovereignty through 
diversity of edibles available for anyone in the 
wild, or to grow in their apartments, oices, public 
spaces, and nearby environments.

Utilizing the plants grown in the Kiasma ‘taka-
ikkuna’ Window Farm and in the botanical gar-
den – the participants gained experience in the 
artisanal craft of lacto-fermentation, and preserve 
food for future culinary sessions.

The ‘Herbal Tinctures’ workshop is an artistic in-
terpretation of creating alcoholic extracts of plant 
materials at home. The irst part of the workshop 
introduces the traditions of making tinctures for 
medicinal purposes, while the second part refers 
to collecting herbs or other wild foods in Latvia.

The seminar included related presentations 
by international artists and Finnish botanical 
experts, with focuses on Cultural Heritage, Urban 
Space and Information Sharing.

Speakers: 
Ossi Kakko (FI), Sirpi Kurppa (FI), Malin Lindmark 
Vrijman & Mathieu Vrijman of Kultivator (SE), Nina 
Nordström (FI), Andrew Gryf Paterson (SCO/FI), 
Sinikka Piippo (FI), Signe Pucena (LV), Christina 
Stadlbauer (AT/BE) and Jessica Suni (FI)

Herbologies & Foraging Networks Seminar Fermentation Sermon workshop by Ossi Kakko Herbal Tinctures worshop by Signe PucenaVivoArts Workshop by Adam Zaretski

This was a hands-on lab and bio-political discussion, 
led by renowned bioartist Adam Zaretsky (US), on 
the diference between whole plant preparations 
and puriied, ‘isolated’ extracts and risk assessment 
of intentional release ‘utilisation’ of Hybrid DNA. 
Participants were encouraged to bring samples 
of fruit, weeds, trees, nuts, seeds and roots from 
urban foraged plant-life. We threw all samples into 
the mix.

Workshop components were gifted to the 
collection of the Museum of Contemporary Art 
Kiasma
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‘Window Farms’ are vertical, hydroponic, modular, “low-energy high-yield” window gardens built using low-impact 
or recycled local materials. The Windowfarms Project and research was initiated by New York-based Britta Riley 
and Rebecca Bray in 2009, as part of their shared collaborative work exploring collaborative distributed ‘R&DIY’ 
(Research & Do-It-Yourself) solutions for environmental issues. Finnish makers Mikko Laajola and Niko Punin have 
been working in collaboration with artist-producer Andrew Gryf Paterson and others to create a new localised 
manifestation of the project in Finland, developing new design forks including LED growing technologies. 

Herbologies & Foraging Networks: Windowfarms Finland

Preparing seeds in Kaisaniemi Botanic Gardens

The participants in the Vivoarts & Herbologies 
workshops during Pixelache festival, harvested 
the plants growing in Windowfarms Finland 
installation together.

The seeds for Windowfarms Finland were pre-
pared in Kaisaniemi Botanic Garden and incu-
bated there for several weeks before being trans-
ported to Kiasma.

A teams of workshop participants helped 
constructing the installation in Kiasma Back-
window durkng 20-21 Ferbuary 2010.

The Window Farm installation was dismantled, 
and distributed in segments to selected persons 
and organisations  including basic start-up hydro-
ponic materials, and even plants.

Participatory construction workshop Harvest for Vivoarts & Herbologies Workshops Windowfarms disassembled & distributed 
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Although many artists do address environmental issues in their work, there is very little discussion about the en-
vironmental effects of art processes themselves. The Self-sustainable Party Container is an attempt to search for 
new less harmful alternatives. A project by Association of Experimental Electronics (FI), MIM project (EE) and the 
Art & Sustainability Workshop participants

Self-Sustainable Party Container 

The container provides nice experimental partysounds, discolights and interaction for the audience. It may not save the world, but might give some perspective on eco-
logical aspects of electronic arts and subcultures.

The container produces its own electricity, run-
ning on wind, solar and muscle power of the 
audience. It consists mostly of recycled materials 
and has a modular structure, with all parts being 
recyclable/reusable for something else after the 
festival. 

View of one of the bike countersSelf-Sustainable Party Container outside of Kiasma
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Bio/Eko/Energy Projects

KasvitietitalkootArt and TechnoscienceArts Meets Energy consumption

The two-day conference “Art & Technoscience 
- Practices in ransformation” seeked to contex-
tualize the practices of art&science both in the 
contemporary political atmosphere and the 
history of contemporary art.

The Conference was co-organised by the Bio Art 
Society, the Academy of Fine Art and Pixelache

Exhibition of the proposals for artworks related to collective energy consumption in Helsinki area, in the 
context of the competition co-organised by Pixelache & Helsinki Energy.

A project in which online information about 
useful and edible lora in urban environment is 
published collectively by using already existing 
wiki-projects. This material is then used for 
botanical signs to be placed in appropriate 
locations in the city. The project was exhibited in 
Kiasma Lobby
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Can we reclaim public space for 
unexpected media interventions 
and grassroot activism? Yes we 
can.

City/Urban/Site Programme



The Invisible City  Experimental Screening
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The Invisible City programme of events explored different forms of exchange and interaction between the city and 
its inhabitants. It looked into the perception and identity of contemporary cities, and at how art can inluence their 
transformation, asking: Do we live in a real city or in the mirage of what it should be? 
This programme section was curated by Jon Irigoyen.

The Invisible City

The Invisible City programme included two 
workshops consisting of practical experiments 
and symbolical acts in public space.

The irst workshops led by Rotor (ES) made use 
of ropes, collective knots and fastenings, asking: 
.How do we untie our daily knots? What do we 
live tied to? What makes us feel dependent ?

The second workshops led by Reality Research 
Centre explored the following questions: can 
we conceive a more fertile relationship with the 
urban space? What do we obey when we follow 
the rules of the city? Could these rules become a 
medium of creation?

With Antoni Abad (ES), Domenec (ES), Rotor (ES), Sitesize (ES)
This exhibition with Barcelona-based artists explores the city not just as formed by physical space, but also as 
a collective construction, made up of memories, desires and experiences of its inhabitants.

Vladislav Delay  performed a live soundtrack to 
the ilm “I hired a contract killer” (1990) by cult 
Finnish director Aki Kaurismäki. Sasu Ripatti 
aka Vladislav Delay is a Finnish musician who is 
known for his personal distinct sound, a slowly 
evolving ambient soundscape with complex, 
jazzy rhythms. Sasu Ripatti is a highly proliic 
artist who has experimented with various music 
styles under acronyms such as Uusitalo, Luomo, 
Conoco and Sistol.

The Invisible City WorkshopsThe Invisible City Exhibition
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Signals from the South is an annual showcase of projects from ‘the South’ (South America, Africa, Asia).This year’s 
programme featured an exhibition entitled Anisotropics presenting works by Shaina Anand and Ashok Sukumaran 
(India) and a small-scale seminar.

Signals from the South 

The projects in Anisotropics are based on temporary public works, media interventions and other artistic probes into technologies, communities and spaces in Asia, 
Africa and the Middle-East. The exhibition title refers to anisotropy, the property of materials or mediums being direction-dependent. Crystals, that show diferent 
strengths when pulled in diferent directions. The projects in this exhibition suggest paths for technology that are drawn in other directions than their capitalist capture 
or obsolescence.

The seminar explored diferent examples of 
alternative communication networks and other 
grassroot and community-based infrastructures 
in the South. It included presentations by Ashok 
Sukumaran (IND), Raquel Renno (BR/ES), Jürgen 
Neumann (DE) and Milja Laakso (FI).

Signals from and to the South SeminarAnistotropics exhibition with Shaina Anand & Ashok Sukumaran (India)
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From remote controlled roller skates which place the artists fate in the hands of the audience to a workshop 
teaching primary school children political spin and the art of successful persuasion, Dash & Dem’s work aims to 
de-condition, exposing the potency of existing socio-political systems to manufacture, control and dictate our 
behaviour. The work of Dash & Dem was presented in gallery Akkuna. 

Dash & Dem Exhibition

‘The Lucky 100th Customer’ is a spectacle where they celebrate the 100th person to enter the gallery. The lucky visitor will be Showered with confetti and rewarded with 
a bottle of Champagne, lowers and a custom made certiicate. This intervention addresses the emotional appeal behind classic persuasion and inluence techniques, 
exploiting the aesthetic of incentive based competitions used in retail environments to entice customers into the gallery.  It was  created for Pixelache.

Inspired by the Stanford prison and Milgram 
experiments of the 60’s and 70’s, In Your Hands is 
a performance and accompanying video where 
remote-controlled roller skates place the artist’s 
fate in the hands of the audience, creating a 
situation where ethical parameters are chal-
lenged. Humour and spectacle are used to lure 
the participants into the thrill of the event while 
distracting them from what is really happening, 
namely a subversive social experiment which 
questions how far people are willing to go to 
seek their own enjoyment.

In Your HandsThe Lucky 100th Customer Performance
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In Pixelache you can ind all kinds 
of robots: robots that make art for 
robots, robots that dance, robots 
that can barely walk and robots 
that don’t have much patience. 
You can also meet many people 
who are helping to make hard-
ware and software open for any-
one to develop, hack, twist, bend 
and enjoy.

Make/Robot/Ware Programme
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Golan Levin Exhibition

Reface [Portrait Sequencer] (Golan Levin and Zachary Lieberman) is a surreal video mash-up that composes endless combinations of its visitors’ faces. The Reface 
installation records and dynamically remixes brief video slices of its viewers’ mouths, eyes and brows. Reface uses face-tracking techniques to allow automatic alignment 
and segmentation of its participants’ faces. The video clips recorded by the project are “edited” by the participants’ own eye blinks.

Eyecode is an interactive installation whose 
display is wholly constructed from its own history 
of being viewed. By means of a hidden camera, 
the system records and replays brief video clips 
of its viewers’ eyes. Each clip is articulated by 
the duration between two of the viewer’s blinks. 
The unnerving result is a typographic tapestry of 
recursive observation.

Pixelache presented the irst exhibition of Golan Levin (US) in Finland. Interactive artworks that explore our relation-
ship with machines and make visible our ways of interacting with each other, were on view at Kiasma Mediatheque.
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How to build a dishwasher is the irst exhibition of a collaborative research project intiated by Axel Straschnoy and 
Paul Scerri and developed by roboticists at the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University. It aims to ind out 
what kind of art robots make for other robots. It was presented at Kerava Art Museum during the spring of 2010.

How to Build A Dishwasher

The project developed through a discussion involving the team and partners such as artists, theater directors, philosophers and neurobiologists. Following these 
conversations, two robots were designed and built: One that can make performance art and another one that can watch it. The conversations and the process of making 
the robots has been recorded and edited into a multichannel installation to accompany the robots

The conversations continued at Kerava Art Mu-
seum. The team of roboticists discussed topics 
surrounding their work and the project.

SeminarInstallation 
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Make/Robo/Ware projects

GOTO10Open Hardware Programme: Fritzing workshop & Ohanda round-table

OHANDA (Open Hardware and Design Alliance) is 
an initiative to foster sustainable sharing of open 
source hardware. It was started at the GOSH! 
Grounding Open Source Hardware summit at 
the Banf Centre in July 2009, and one of the irst 
goals of the project is to build a repository for 
open hardware design which includes a certiica-
tion model and a registration service.

In this hands-on workshop, participants learned how to use Fritzing to advance their electronic prototyping 
skills, to document and collaborate on their project, create custom parts, and how to turn their breadboard 
circuit into a proper Arduino shield or other type of PCB.

GOTO10 is a collective of international artists 
and programmers, dedicated to Free/Libre/Open 
Source Software  and digital arts. GOTO10 aims 
to support and grow digital art projects and 
tools for artistic creation, located on the blurry 
line between software programming and art.

Aymeric Mansoux and Marloes de Valk designed 
some parts of the Pixelache programme for 
GOTO10:, including the “chmod +x art” exhibi-
tion, a Puredyne code sprint and a Breakfast Club 
discussion event.
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There could be no Pixelache with-
out pixels. And live audiovisual 
concerts. And extraordinary club 
events which will make those 
dancing feet move feverishly.

Audio/Visual Programme
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This year, Pixelache and IHME Days 2010 co-organised two events: the IHME Club as well as an experimental 
sound workshop for kids, entitled “Let’s Make Noise, Let’s Play Together”

Collaboration Projects with IHME Days 2010

The main act was Slagsmålsklubben (Sweden), who have a great track record of both artistry and hype. This electric group springs from a world of disco, electro and 
naivistic toy electronics, a world that knows no limits. The band´s gigs are legendary, and the word is that they are loud party experiences. 
The Club programme has been put together by Timo Kaukolampi (music programme) and Petri Ruikka (visual programme).

The aim of the workshop is to ofer kids the 
opportunity to explore the possibilities of 
utilizing old electronic equipment as experi-
mental sound-producing devices. The workshop 
consisted of constructing do-it-yourself musical 
instruments and collecting the resulting sound 
recordings, to possibly compile them into a 
sound piece. The workshop was led by the As-
sociation of Experimental Electronics

Let’s Make Noise, Let’s Play Together WorkshopIHME Club
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Our Body Music programme premiered Ona Kamu’s Elektromys performance and featured Heart Chamber Or-
chestra by duo Terminalbeach in collaboration with musicians from the defunensemble and Uusinta ensemble.

Body Music 

An audiovisual performance with an orchestra of 12 classical musicians and the artist duo Terminalbeach. Using their heartbeats, the musicians control a computer 
composition and visualization environment. The musical score is generated in real time by the heartbeats of the musicians. They read and play this score from a computer 
screen placed in front of them. HCO forms a structure where music literally “comes from the heart”.

The premiere of a music performance based on 
the electric signals generated by human muscles 
which were registered during a medical mea-
surement of a human nervous system.

Elektromys by Ona KamuHeart Chamber Orchestra
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Audio/Visual Projects

Video in Theatre SeminarArch of Neo PerformanceUrban Projection Lab

The  audiovisual concert is an experiment in the 
correlation between sound and image sequenc-
ing, combining the world of of-kilter dubstep 
with visual material that studies the movement 
of dance and electronic images. The piece deals 
with the indeinitely varied forms of individuality 
and the surrounding societal inluences.

With: Niclas Kristiansson (FI), Matti Pentikäinen 
(FI), Petri Ruikka (FI), Heikki Ryynänen (FI)

The Urban Projection Lab presents studies on urban projection varying from VJng to Architectural projection 
mapping. Miska Knapek  demonstrated his artwork that visualizes energy consumption data of Helsinki area 
in connection with the global Earth Hour event. Dave Griits, Ville Hyvönen, Teemu Määttänen and Sami 
Sorvali. also presented their work.

Organised for the second time in connection 
with Pixelache festival, the seminar aims to bring 
together people who are interested in exploring 
the use of video in performing arts.

With: Ville Hyvönen (FI), Teemu Määttänen (FI), 
Jenni Valorinta (FI)
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PIXELACHE INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS 2010 
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Several projects from Finland were presented at Mal au Pixel from Finland, including the newest version of the 
Ykon game and an audiovisual performance by Marko Timlin.

Projects from Finland @ Mal au Pixel 2010 (FR)

The YKON Game is a world simulation game for up to 30 players. It’s based on a simple thought experiment: imagine that the world is brought to a complete halt. 
Everything stops. No more business as usual. With the world frozen, you and your fellow players can tinker with it as you please. What will you change? How do you 
convince others to go along with your changes? And what about the consequences?

Sound artist, composer, musician and inventor 
of virtual and analogue instruments, his music 
demonstrates a perfect balance between order 
and chaos. Timlin freely breaks the boundaries of 
composition and improvisation in his non-con-
tradicting mix of organized parts and completely 
messed up blasts of sound.

Marko TimlinYkon Game
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Following the irst part during Pixelache Festival, the second part of of the Herbologies/Foraging Networks pro-
gramme took place around midsummer in Aizpute and Alsunga, within the Kurzme region of Latvia, in June 2010. 
Signe Pucena (Serde, LV) in collaboration with Andrew Gryf Paterson, organised a series of ieldwork excursions to 
learn about the contemporary practices and cultural heritage related to the use of wild plants in the region.

Herbologies & Foraging Networks: Expedition to Kurzeme (LV)

The main topics for herbologies expedition 
was how to recognise, gather and use wild 
plants and lowers for: teas, infusions, tinctures, 
sauna besoms, herbs in home-made cosmetics, 
midsummer crowns from wild lowers, and as a 
‘pharmacy’ of room plants on the window-sill.
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A special Pixelache Feature was presented at ISEA2010 RUHR. It consisted of projects which explore our relation-
ship with nature (Herbologies/Foraging Networks initiative + Terike Haapoja’s installations) and a consumer elec-
tronics hacking workshop by Koelse / Association of Experimental Electronics.

Pixelache @ ISEARUHR 2010 (DE)

In the Inhale Exhale installation three coin-like glass cases are illed with soil and dead leaves. Automatic 
ventilation fans facilitate the decomposition process. The carbon dioxide produced is measured with sensors 
and translated into sound. As a result, the ‘coin’ seems to slowly inhale and exhale as the CO2 level goes up 
and down..

In the workshop participants searched for artistic 
ways to re-use old consumer electronics., trying 
out diferent methods to take control of existing 
hardware with simple tools. They bent, hacked 
and experimented together with anything they 
could get their hands on.

Herbologies Workshop & PresentationExperimental Electronics WorkshopTerike Haapoja / Inhale - Exhale and Succession

The Herbologies team presented their produc-
tion narratives and stories, and invited people 
to make a new language documentation about 
home-made herbal tinctures and teas.
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Contributors
About 200 artists, students, researchers and other professionals from the ield participated 
in Pixelache festival 2009. The participants came from all over the world.

Participants and Audience

Audience
Pixelache was well attended this year with a much larger audience igure than in 2009. The 
7 exhibitions on view around the festival period attracted other audiences than the regular 
festival public. 

Visiting curators/event organisers
The amount of visiting curators/event organisers from abroad still increased this year. This 
attests to the networking capacities of Pixelache and to the growing interest in the festival 
internationally.

Online visitors
Almost 200000 unique visitors on the different Pixelache websites since July 2008. 
25000 people have been so far watching our 08, 09 and 10 online video documentation.
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Festival Team 2010

# Festival Programme Facilitator: Juha Huuskonen
# Festival Executive Director: Ville Hyvönen
# Festival Coordinator: Nathalie Aubret
# Production Assistant: Ulla Jakkola
# Festival Visual ID and Graphic Design: Tuomo Tammenpää
# Photo Documentation: Antti Ahonen
# Pixelache 10 website & communication infra: Petri Lievonen
# Volunteers: Risto Kantola, Aikku Meura, Simon Traut, Paula Saraste, Minna Piirainen, 
Pirjo Mönttinen, Jasmin Anglén, Kirsi hellman, Christian Sjöholm, Eeva-Liisa Puhakka, 
Eeva Bergroth, Silke Brandt, Wojtek Mejor, Maiximilian Murmann, Miia Puustinen, Silke 
Brandt, Juuriaan Pots, Ieva Cepaite, Petra Martinez, Teemu Nurmelin, Jari Suominen.

# Pixelache Helsinki is organised by non-proit organisation Piknik Frequency.
Piknik Frequency members: Ville Hyvönen (board chairman), Andrew Gryf Paterson, 
Antti Ahonen, Aura Seikkula, Jenni Valorinta, Jon Irigoyen, Juha Huuskonen, Jussi Än-
geslevä, Mikko Laajola, Mikko Lipiäinen, Petri Lievonen, Petri Ruikka, Tuomo Tammen-
pää, Ulla Taipale, Wojtek Mejor

Programme Team and Collaborations

# Camp Pixelache: A collaboration between Pixelache and Kerava Art Museum. Co-
ordinated by Juha Huuskonen & Ulla Jaakkola, discussion programme hosted by Mike 
Bradshaw / BarCamp Helsinki.

# Herbologies & Foraging Networks: Initiated and organised by Andrew Gryf Pater-
son/Pixelache, Ulla Taipale/Capsula and Signe Pucena/SERDE.

# Art Meets Energy Consumption: A collaboration between Pixelache & Helsingin 
Energia.

# Art & Sustainability: Organised by Antti Ahonen/Pixelache in collaboration with Taa-
vet Jansen & Maike Lond/MIM project.

# Art & Technoscience seminar: A conference by the Academy of Fine Arts in Finland, 
in collaboration with the Finnish Bioart Society and Pixelache festival. Organised by 
Terike Haapoja and Erich Berger.

# DashnDem exhibition: Curated by Aura Seikkula. 

# Let’s Make Noise, Let’s Play Together: A collaboration between IHME 2010 and 
Pixelache. Workshop concept by Minna Piirainen, workshop teachers are members of 
Koelse (Association of Experimental Electronics).

# Featured Labs and Study Programmes: Carnegie Mellon University researchers’ 
participation has been made possible through the How to Build a Dishwasher project 
and its supporters. Valand c:art:media programme and Piet Zwart Institute have sup-
ported the participation of their staff and students.

# The Invisible City: Organised and curated by Jon Irigoyen. 

# GOTO10 programme: Curated by Aymeric Mansoux & Marloes de Valk/GOTO10.

# Windowfarms Finland: A collaboration between Mikko Laajola, Niko Punin and 
Andrew Gryf Paterson, with construction and documentation support of Karthikeya 
Acharya, Antti Ahonen, Sarah Alden, Nathalie Aubret, Andrea Botero, Ieva Cepaite, 
Kavita Gonsalves, Simo Haanpää, Kati Hyyppä, Lotta Kauppi, Miška Knapek, Cathérine 
Kuebel, Mikko Laukkanen, Luna Leinonen, Teemu Leinonen, Merja Markkula, Wojtek 
Mejor, Anne Naukkarinen, Papu Pirtola, Jurriaan Pots, Niko Punin, Soi Salonen, Pinja 
Sipari, Tommi Taipale and Ulla Taipale. Supported by a Kultur Kontakt Nord Culture and 
Art Programme and an AVEK Production grant, with organisational support by Kiasma 
Theatre, and material support from Edison Optimo and Puutarhurin Verstas.

# IHME Club: A collaboration between IHME 2010 and Pixelache. Programme by Timo 
Kaukolampi and Petri Ruikka / Pixelache.

# Video in Theatre Seminar: Organised by Ville Hyvönen.

# Urban Projection Laboratory: Organised by Ville Hyvönen,  supported by Helsingin 
Energia, Avision and the Finnish National Theatre.

# Signals from the South: Curated by Nathalie Aubret. 

# How to Build a Dishwasher: A project by Ben Brown, Iheanyi Umez-Eronini, Geoff 
Gordon, Sue Ann Hong, Marek Michalowski, Paul Scerri, Axel Straschnoy and Garth 
Zeglin. Initiated by Axel Straschnoy and Paul Scerri and produced by Piritta Puhto. 
The project is supported by Alfred Kordelin Foundation, The Promotion Centre for 
Audiovisual Culture (AVEK), The National Arts Council (Finland), Uusimaa Arts Council, 
Kone Foundation, Helsinki University/Computer Science department, The Collaborative 
Machining Center, CMU and The Studio of Creative Inquiry, CMU.

Staff
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# Pauline Vievard (CH/FR)
# Pei-Ying Lin (TW)
# Peter Votava (AT)
# Petri Lievonen (FI)
# Petri Ruikka (FI)
# Piritta Puhto (FI)
# Raitis Smits (LV)
# Rakel Liekki (FI)
# Raquel Rennó (BR)
# Rasa Smite (LV)
# Régine Debatty (BE)
# Richard Widerberg (SE)
# Rimvydas Naktinis (LT)
# Sakke Soini (FI)
# Sami Klemola FI)
# Sampo Karjalainen (FI)
# Sanna Kaitakari (FI)
# Sanna Marttila (FI)
# Sarah Viévard (ES/FR)
# Sari Kippilä (FI)
# Selena Savic (NL/RS)
# Shaina Anand (IN)
# Shawn Pinchbeck (CA)
# Signe Pucena (LT)
# Silja Nielsen (FI)
# Simon Morris 
# Sinikka Piippo (FI)
# Sue Ann Hong (US)
# Sune Petersen (DK)
# Taavet Jansen (EE)
# Teemu Leinonen (FI)
# Terike Haapoja (FI)
# Theodoros Kovaios (GR)
# Thomas Westphal (DE/FI)
# Tomi Dufva (FI)
# Timo Kaukolampi (FI)

# Tomi Toivio (FI)
# Tuomo Tammenpää (FI)
# Ulla Jaakkola (FI)
# Ulla Taipale (FI)
# Vahida Ramujkic /ES/RS) 
# Ville Hyvönen (FI)
# Vincent Guimas (FR)
# Virve Lukka (FI)
# Vytautas Michelkevicius (LT)
# Wato Tsereteli (GE)
# Wojtek Mejor (PL)
# Xavier Bellmont (ES)
# Xavier Villafranca
# Yichun Liu (TW)

# Adam Zaretsky (USA)
# Albert Laine (FI)
# Aleksi Pihkanen (FI)
# Alex Regan (FI)
# Alexis Parra Saez (CU)
# Anastasia Melekou (GR)
# Andre Knörig (DE)
# Andrew Paterson (UK/FI)
# Andy Best (UK/FI)
# Anna Autio (FI)
# Anna Parkarinen (FI)
# Anneli Björkvist (FI)
# Antti Ahonen (FI)
# Antti Silvast (FI)
# Arne Kjell Vikhagen 
# Ashok Sukumaran (IN)
# Aura Seikkula (FI)
# Axel Straschnoy (AR
# Aymeric Mansoux (FR/NL)
# Bård Eivind Dahl (NO)
# Bjorn Wangen
# Céline Coutrix (FR/FI)
# Chia Chu-Ya (MY/SG)
# Christina Stadlbauer (AT/BE)
# Clara Cruz Claude (UK)
# Daina Silina (LT)
# Dan Stowell (UK)
# Daniela Arriado (NO)
# Dash Macdonald (UK)
# Dave Grifiths (UK)
# David Muth (UK/AT)
# Demitrios Kargotis (UK)
# Diana Riesco Lind (PE)
# Diana Morin (CA)
# Domènec (ES)
# Dragana (RS)

# Edward Balassanian (AM/)
# Eeva-Liisa Puhakka (FI)
# Elina Alatalo (FI)
# Elizabeth Neilson (UK)
# Emanuele Bonetti (IT)
# Erich Berger (AT/FI)
# Erik Sandelin (SE)
# Flora Könemann (DE/SE)
# Gabor Papp (HU)
# Garth Zegglin (US)
# Giorgos Chloros (GR)
# Gisle Froysland (NO)
# Goland Levin (US)
# Gunnhild Bjorshol (NO)
# Hanna Ojamo (FI)
# Heidi Hom (FI)
# Heidi Tikka (FI)
# Helena Marika Ekenger (SE)
# Heli Hälvä (FI)
# Iheanyi Umez-Eronini (US)
# Iina Kuusimäki (FI)
# Ilya Baraev 
# Ingi Helgason (UK)
# Ingrida Liepyte (LT/FI)
# Jaanis Garancs (LT)
# Jaen Saul (EE)
# Jari Suominen (FI)
# Jarkko Räsänen (FI)
# Jenni Pystynen (FI)
# Jessica Suni (FI)
# Jodi Rose (AU/DE)
# Johanna Kerovuori (FI)
# Jon Irigoyen (FI)
# Josephine Gianni (UK)
# Judit Zeta Boros (HU)
# Judith Funke (DE)

# Jürgen Neumann (DE)
# Juha Huuskonen (FI)
# Jukka Hautamäki (FI)
# Jukka Ylitalo (FI)
# Julia Markkula (FI)
# Kai Widell FI)
# Karen Niemczyk (US/SE)
# Karsten Gebbert (DE)
# Kärt Ojavee (EE)
# Karthik Acharya (IN/FI))
# Katrin Caspar (DE)
# Kevin Bartoli (FR)
# Kristin Bergaust 
# Kristina Laine (LV)
# Kristis Puzens (LT)
# Laura Räsänen (FI)
# Li Zhenhua (CN/CH)
# Lina Kusaite (LT)
# Lisa Erdman (FI)
# Liv Laessoe (DK)
# Loredana Bontempi (IT)
# Louise (BR/IT)
# Magnus Torstensson(SE)
# Maike Lond (EE)
# Malin Vrijman (SE)
# Malina Cailean (CA)
# Marek Michalowski (US)
# Marek Pluciennik (PL) 
# Mari Keski-Korsu (FI)
# Maria Duncker (FI)
# Maria Nordlund (FI)
# Marika Orenius (FI/SE)
# Markus Huber (DE)
# Markus Petz (FI/UK)
# Markus Renvall (FI)
# Mårten Bergkvist (SE)

Festival Contributors 2010

# Martinka Bobrikova (SL)
# Marton Andraz Juhasz (HU)
# Martti Hyvönen (FI)
# Martti Mela (FI)
# Mathieu Marguerin (FR)
# Mathieu Vrijman (SE)
# Matti Niinimäki (FI)
# Matti Pentikäinen (FI)
# Melissa C. Ortega (PE/SE)
# Michale Smyth (US)
# Mikael Wehner (SE)
# Mika Bradshaw (UK)
# Mikko Eley (FI)
# Mikko Laajola (FI)
# Mikko Lipiäinen (FI)
# Mikko Pitkänen (FI)
# Minna Piirainen (FI)
# Minta Metteri (FI)
# Mira Heija (FI)
# Miska Knapek (DK/FI)
# N.Choothanaiswan (TH)
# Nathalie Aubret (FI/FR)
# Neda Zarfsaz (IR)
# Niko Punin (FI)
# Nina Nordström (FI)
# Olga Mashkina (RU/FI)
# Olly Farshi (UK/FI)
# Ona Kamu (FI)
# Oscar Gil Lorente (SE)
# Ossi Kakko (FI)
# Özgür Demirci (TR)
# Päivi Meros (FI)
# Patrick Akrenius (FI)
# Paul Scerri (US)
# Judith Funke (DE)
# Pauline Lalondrelle (CH/FI)
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Partner organisations and Supporters

Main Partner:  Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma

Kiasma has been the main partner & the main location of the festival since 2003. A sig-
niicant amount of our resources have been provided by Kiasma Theatre  since then 
(spaces, equipment, technical staff, visibility). Pixelache also carried on its collaboration 
started in 2008 with Kiasma exhibition department, to present the Golan Levin exhibition 
at Kiasma’s Mediatheque and Megaphonebooth Kiasma-Nurmi on Kiasma lawn.

Education Institution Partners

In the context the festival, Pixelache collaborated with the following universities/study 
programmes: Carnegie Mellon / The Robotics Institute / The Studio for Creative Inquiry 
(US),  Göteborg Universitet / c:art:media (SE), Piet Zwart Institut (NL) 

Event Co-organisers

Sound workshop for kids & IHME Club / IHME, Koelse
GOTO10 programme of events / GOTO10
Megaphonebooth Helsinki / Unsworn Industries, Kiasma
Herbologies & Foraging Networks / Serde, Capsula
Art & Sustainibility / Koelse, MIM project

HIAP
Helsinki International

Artist-in-Residence 

Programme

Public Funders

Pixelache 2010 was made possible with the support of the Ministry of Education, Helsinki 
City Cultural Ofice and AVEK. The ‘Signals from the South’ programme was supported 
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Herbologies and Foraging Networks programme of 
events  as welll as the Megaphonebooth project have been supported by KKN.

Cultural Institutes, Embassies, Foundations

Support from the Spanish Embassy, Institut Ramon Lull, British Council, Goethe Institut, 
Austrian Embassy and Svenska Kulturfonden made it possible for us to bring projects 
from all the represented countries.

 K A S V I T I E T E E L L I N E N

P U U T A R H A
L U O N N O N T I E T E E L L I N E N

K E S K U S M U S E O

Festival Partner Venues

Besides Kiasma, other festival venues included Keravan taidemuseo, MUU Gallery, 
Myymälä2, Lasipalatsi, Ptarmigan, the botanic Garden, HIAP and Kuvataideakatemia

Sponsors
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Festival 2010 Budget Summary in euro
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Information & Communication

Mailing Lists

All announcements and releases are sent 
via Pixelache’s mailing lists register. The 
amount of people following international 
media art and culture mailing lists (such 
as Rhizome, Nettime, Spectre...) ranges 
from thousands to tens of thousands.

Printed Materials

• local lyer ( in 4 versions)  / 2800 pcs,
• international lyer / 2500 pcs
• poster, 500 pcs
• festival programme.kit / 700 pcs
• festival bags / 150 pcs
• Stickers / 1000 pcs

Websites

• A new Pixelache Helsinki website 
and permanent blog were publised in 
2010. They have received an average 
of 7500 unique visitors per month. 

Media coverage

Pixelache has received an important 
amount of attention from the local and 
international media,  covering a wide 
spectrum of Pixelache programme parts

Signiicant effort and resources were put into developing further Pixelache communication and marketing tools 
and strategies, through the renewal of the festival visual identity. A new permanent Pixelache blog and new 2010 
website were released in the autumn 2009. Communication was also supported by the large amount of partners 
gathered around the Pixelache events.
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Documentation

Video Documentation

Our video documentatios are available on Vimeo (www.vimeo.com/
pixelache). We got very positive feedback on the video documentation 
and some of the clips have been viewed by hundreds of people. 
Continuing to experiment with different formats of video documentation 
is part of a larger development of our presence on the web, to reach a 
wider audience online.

Photo Documentation

Pixelache’s oficial photographer is Antti Ahonen and his photos are 
available for viewing and download from the platform Flickr (www.lickr.
com/anttia). A signiicant contribution to Pixelache photo documentation 
is provided by various festival participants (search with ‘Pixelache’ tag on 
lickr.com).  
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Pixelache 2010 in Media

PAPER PRESS
HELSINKI INFO, Pursuing Ever-better Eco-eiciency, Carbon Neutral is the Goal, Johanna Lemola, 15.2.2010
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Salivahti, Kaisa Heinänen, 27.2.2010
YSTADS ALLEHANDA, Från telemegafon till megafonkiosk, Jea Jonsson, 4.3.2010
KESKI-UUSIMA, Taidetta Roboteilta roboteille taidemuseossa, 23.3.2010
HELSINKI TIMES, From Robotics to Herbology, Silke Brandt, 25.3.2010
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Robotit pitävät tanssista, Timo Valjakka, 26.3.2010
KESKI-UUSIMA, Robottikin ymmärtää nykytaidetta, Jouko Tuomas Kettunen, 12.4.2010
HELSINGIN SANOMAT, Salivahti, Kaisa Heinänen, 13.4.2010
KAUPPALEHTI, Robotti tekee taidetta, Otso Kantokorpi, 30.4.2010
AD-LATINA, Arte con nombre de marca, Martín Bonadeo
EIKON NRO 70, How to Build a Dishwasher, Régine Debatty
NYT-LIITE NRO 12/2010, Tilaa vaikka ähkylle, Perttu Häkkinen
NYT-LIITE NRO 12/2010, Taidebileet, Otto Talvio
NYT-LIITE NRO 12/2010, Mitä nyt
KURZEME VARDS, 6/2010
ALSUNGA NOVADS, 6/2010
AIZPUTE NOVADS, 6/2010
20 MIN, A Paris, un grand jeu pour se sortir de l’apocalypse, 18.6.2010
LIBERATION, Mal au Pixel, Les doigts dans le circuit, Marie Lechner, 25.6.2010
ARTFORUM, 11/2010, on Shaina Anand & Ashok Sukumaran, Anistropics (upcoming).

TV
PIXEL, Yle Fiktion FST5, Pixelache, festivalen för nördär och konstnärer, 24.3.2010
PUOLI SEITSEMÄN, Yle TV1, Ona Kamu, 3.2010
Aizpute Local TV on Herbologies & Foraging Networks, 17.5.2010
LNT (Latvian Independent TV) ”900 SEK”, interview on Herbologies  & Foraging Networks, 6.2010

RADIO
LR1 (Latvian Radio 1: Cultural News ”Rondo”) on Herbologies & Foraging Networks, 6.2010
Kurzeme Radio news on Herbologies & Foraging Networks, 6.2010
KSL RADIO, Interview of Andrew Gryf Paterson & Nathalie Aubret on Pixelache, 11/2010 (upcoming)
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Pixelache 2010 in Media

BLOGS
INFOSTHETICS, Art Meets Energy Consumption Visualization (in Helsinki), 14.1.2010
http://infosthetics.com/archives/2010/01/art_meets_energy_consumption_visualization.html

WE-MAKE-MONEY-NOT-ART, Herbologies/Foraging Networks, Régine Debatty, 15.1.2010
http://we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/2010/01/herbologiesforaging-networks-t.php

OUR.WINDOWFARMS, 2.3.2010 - http://our.windowfarms.org/2010/03/02/innish-windowfarms-team-adds-opensource-led-light-component/
SUE, Slagsmållsklubben Vanha-Klubille, 1.3.2010 - http://www.sue.i/uutiset/slagsmlsklubben-vanhan-ihme-klubille

WE-MAKE-MONEY-NOT-ART, Pixelache Helsinki: Anisotropics, Régine Debatty, 30.3.2010
http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/2010/03/signals-from-the-south-exhibit.php

P2P FOUNDATION, Herbologies/Foraging Networks, 25.3.2010 - http://p2pfoundation.ning.com/proiles/blogs/herbologiesforaging-networksLABORATORY ART 
BEIJING, 02.4.2010 - http://bjartlab.com/read.php?237 | http://vimeo.com/10630757
SWEDISH VJ UNION, The Pixelache 2010 Festival Report, 3.4.2010 - http://www.vjunion.se/2010/04/the-pixelache-2010-festival-report/
ARTFORUM,  ’Wonder Women’, Art Diary, 7.4.2010 - http://www.artforum.com/diary/

NORDEN Kulturportalen Showcase, Herbologies-Foraging Networks, 5.2010
http://kknord.org/lang-i/kulttuuriportaaliissa/showcase/866-herbologies--foraging-networks

UNESCO.LV, 17.6.2010 - http://www.unesco.lv/lat/index/news/all_news/news1276786467.html
LIEPAJNIEKIEM.LV, Dina Belta, 21.6.2010 - http://www.liepajniekiem.lv/lat/zinas/novados/2010/06/21/ekspedicija-petis-zalu-teju-lasisanu/

KULTIVATOR BLOG, 23.6.2010 - http://kultivator.org/weblog/?p=582

Movement.net,  Le festival Mal au Pixel s’implante dan le XIe arrondissement de Paris - http://www.mouvement.net/levrac-214924-a-bruits-et-a-penser

WE-MAKE-MONEY-NOT-ART, Herbologies/Foraging Networks, Régine Debatty, 17.7.2010 
http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/2010/07/herbologiesforaging-networks-a.php

ART21, Techno-Trash: Mika Taanila and Pixelache, Kelly Shindler, 6.10.2010 - http://blog.art21.org/2010/10/06/techno-trash-mika-taanila-and-pixelache/
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